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Facility Name: Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection at: Seabrook, New Hcmpshire
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Inspectors: . b 3
A. C. Cerne, Sr. Resident Inspector date signed

7A 2]w- n/wles
R: A. Gramm, Resident Inspector date signed

-date signed

Approved by: ) 20 S3
R 3.'Gallo, Chief, Projects Section 1A, date signed
Division of Resident and Project
Inspection

Inspect'on Summary:
Unit 1 Inspection on December 21,1982 - January 17,1983 (Report No. 50-443/82-16)
Areas Inspected: Routine inspection by the resident inspectors of work activities, procedures
and records relative to safety-related piping and support erection issues, Class IE cable
installation, licensee action on previously identified items, and plant inspection-tours.
The inspection involved 102 inspector-hours, including eight off-shift and five holiday
hours, by the two NRC resident inspectors.
Results:0f the three areas inspected, one violation was identified in the following area--
Failure to assure installation of a Class IE cable in a qualified (ie: seismic) raceway
system (paragraph 4 ).
Unit 2 Inspection on December 21,1982 - January 17,1983 (Report No. 50-444/82-14)
Areas Inspected: Routine inspection by the resident inspectors of work activities, procedures
and records relative to general piping erection issues, licensee action on previously
identified items,and plant inspection-tours. The inspection involved 30 inspector-hours,
including one off-shift and two holiday hours, by the two NRC resident inspectors.
Results:No violations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Yankee Atomic Electric Company (YAEC)
F. W. Bean, Lead Electrical QA Engineer
D. L. Covill, Lead Civil QA Engineer
R. E. Guillette, Sr., QA Engineer (Framingham)
J. H. Herrin, Site Manager (PSNH)
G. F. Mcdonald, Jr., QA Manager (Framingham)
D. G. McLain, Startup Manager
J. F. Nay, Jr., Lead Mechanical QA Engineer
P. Oikle, NDE Level III (Framingham)
J. A. Philbrick, Senior Project Engineer (PSNH)
S. B. Sadosky, Lead Start-up/ Test QA Engineer
J. W. Singleton, Field QA Manager
R. Tucker, Engineer (Framingham)

UnitedEngineersandConstructors(UE&C)
R. H. Bryans, Site Engineering Manager
J. A. Grusetskie, Engineering Manager Assistant
K. M. Kalawadia, Supervisory Structural Engineer (Philadelphia)
D. C. Lambert, Field Superintendent of QA
D. C. Turnquist, Lead Pipe Support Engineer

Fischbach-Boulos-Manzi (FBM)
A. H. Clements, Lead QA Engineer

Pullman-Higgins (Pullman)
R. G. Davis, Field QA Manager
D. B. Hunt, QA Records Supervisor

Royal Insurance
J. C. Anzivino, Authorized Nuclear Inspector

Westinghouse
R. Powell, Project Manager

USNRC
* G. Arndt, Mecn/Struc Engineer Branch, RES
* R. L. Baer, Engr & Tech Spt Branch, IE
* A. W. Dromerick, Engr & Tech Spt Branch, IE

* indicates telephone communication
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2. Plant Inspection-Tours (Units 1 and 2)
The inspectors observed work activities in-progress, completed work and plant
status in several areas of the plant during general inspections of the
plant. The inspectors examined work for any obvious defects or noncompliance
with regulatory requirements or license conditions. Particular note was taken
of the presence of quality control inspectors and quality control evidence
such as inspection records, material identification, nonconforming material
identification, housekeeping and equipment preservation. The inspectors
interviewed craft personnel, supervision, and quality inspection personnel
as such personnel were available in the work areas.

Specifict ly, an inspector examined the erection details and installationl

status o' the Unit 1 Pressurizer Valve Support assembly (1-PVS-1) and the
Unit 1 Reactor Pressure Vessel lower radial support devices. Temporary
rigging activities and machining operations, as applicable, were checked
against the appropriate Westinghouse and UE&C design drawings and Engineering
Change Authorizations (ECAs). The data package for the PVS was also reviewed
for the material and test reports required by the Specification and ASME III
(Class 1) Code for record completeness.

Other random and independent inspection activities by the resident inspectors
included:

-- observation of arc strike repair c;,erations

-- verification of pre-pour conditions for a Unit 2 containment internals
concrete placement (2-CI-19C)

-- review of the licensee program for checking L.imitorque valve fabrication -

quality thru utilization of a general test procedure for relubrication
(GT-M-102, Revision 2)

-- check of the current revisions to a sample of drawings at field
issue stations

-- evaluation of contractor, in-process record storage and controls in
line with ANSI and NRC QA Branch Technical Position guidance; particularly
in light of the construction office fire on December 22,1982.
While HVAC and I&C in-process records were stored in the trailer complex

i where the fire occurred, no quality records were actually damaged
' or destroyed.

An inspector also observed Perini craft in the process of removing a structural
steel member (beam 1A4W) from an installed position in the Fuel Storage

i Building. UE&C's speed letter (8086) authorized the removal of the beam.
During the removal, however, several tack welds of a pipe support (703-RG-3)

.
were also ground out. The inspector reviewed UE&C memorandum (SBF-3698/SB-F-G-436)

I to ascertain if the removal of QC inspected material was performed properly.

The subject beam removal had been requested by Pullman-Higgins (P-H) in
line with guidance in the above UE&C memo which prohibits contractors from
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removing material other than their own work. However, the information provided
by P-H was incorrectly translated into the speedletter instructions and the
wrong beam was removed, resulting in the noted and unauthorized removal of
the pipe support welds.

While a Contractor Interface Incident Report was issued to document the damage
to the pipe support installation for further disposition, rework and inspection,
the inspector questioned the adequacy of current controls for the removal
of pemanent plant material. Although the referenced speed letter and
memorandum provided direction for beam removal, specific instructions that
defined quantitative criteria (reference: ANSI N45.2 guidance) or assigned
responsibility for accuracy of the removal details were lacking.

The licensee has agreed that additional controls over the process of permanent
plant material r9moval are required. UE&C construction supervisory personnel
are currently deuloping a site instruction to procedurally cover such
activities. Since the noted example involved process controls, rather than
questionable installation, and also since licensee corrective action appears
to adequately address the problem, the inspector has no further questions
on this issue.

No violations were identified.

3. Licensee Action on Previously Identified Items

a. (Closed) Unresolved item (443 & 444/82-03-04): Sister-splice testing
of cadwelds on large radius curved bars. The inspector reviewed the
UE&C positions taken with regard to this issue, on Regulatory Guides
(RG)1.10and1.136. He also examined the applicable sections of other
standard references, to include ANSI N45.2.5, RG 1.94, and the ASME
Section III, Division 2 Code (1975 and 1980, Summer Addenda editions).
Telephone interviews were conducted with engineers from the NRC Offices
of IE, NRR, and RES.

Independent staffing action by IE has culminated in an NRC Position
Statement (11/15/82) for Seabrook, which concludes that: "It is acceptable
for all splices completed on curved reinforcing steel to be sampled on
only sister splices." Based upon this technical position, the procedural
adequacy of the cadweld sampling and testing program at Seabrook Station
is no longer in question. This item is resolved,

b. (Closed) Violation (443/82-06-01): Failure to identify discipline
qualification of QA surveillance personnel. The inspector reviewed
a new revision (Rev. 7) to UE&C QA Procedure 2-2, which now requires
certification of QA Engineers specifically for " Civil / Structural
Surveillance." UE&C QA personnel also evaluated the impact of this
finding upon the certification requirements for NDE personnel (reference:
QA Procedure 9-2). Discussions were held with the licensee and A/E
to verify that the actual qualification of the inspectors was not in
question; only the descriptive title and documentation of the specific
activity for which certification is required. The licensee's corrective
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action appears to have adequately addressed this aspect.

This item is closed.

c. (Closed) Violation (443/82-06-02): Failure to provide specific installation
requirements for waterstops. The inspector reviewed Revision 7 to
UE&C drawing F101696, which incorporates ECA 01/3591B and provides
installation requirements for waterstop material. He also examined
an ECA (59/4020A), which exemplified contractor engineer cognizance of
the new waterstop installation details, particularly with regard to
unecceptable contact with reinforcing steel.

This item is closed.

d. (Closed) Violation (443/82-06-03): Insufficient control over design
changes promulgated by Engineering Change Authorizations (ECAg). The
inspector reviewed Administrative Procedure (AP)-15 to determine that
adequate direction exists for proper ECA approval. For both "On-the-spot"
field ECAs and normal ECAs for safety-related items, multiple engineering
approvals are required. The ECAs which were improperly approved, have
been reviewed and signed off in accordance with AP-15. It was noted
that further A/E evaluation of the affected ECAs had resulted in no
revision to their original disposition.

The inspector also ascertained that the questionable Request For
Information (RFI), which contained design change information, had been
upgraded to an ECA and was treated accordingly. This item is closed
based upon the actions taken to correct both the ECA and RFI control
deficiencies.

e. (Closed) Violation (443/82-06-04): Design changes were not reviewed
for technical adequacy by the original design group. The inspector
verified that procedural revisions have been made to Quality Assurance
Procedure (QA)-15 and to Field Administration Construction Procedure
(FACP)-1 to insure that all Nonconfomance Reports (NCRs) resulting in
design changes, are reviewed by the original design group. NCRs
issued after March 1982, the point at which direct correlation between
NCR dispositions affecting design and home office issuance of Design
Change Notices was no longer trackable, were reviewed by UE&C site
engineering to determine if home office concurrence was required. The
inspector reviewed ~the change log system for assurance that NCR-affected
documents are tracked till a disposition is arrived at.

This item is closed.

f. (Closed) Violation (443/82-06-05): ECA charge log availability and
control. The inspector reviewed Interim Pro;edure Change (IPC)
No.2 to UE&C Field General Construction Procedure (FGCP)-2, requiring
a weekly update to ECA Change Log No.8, and verified its availability
at the UE&C Controlled Drawing Station. Monthly updates to the ECA
Change Log are more widely distributed to the contractors. These
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updates now infonn recipients by notation that the weekly editions
are available for reference.

The inspector confinned the routine availability of the ECA status log
and the timeliness of ECA change information. He considers this
item closed.

9 (Closed) Violation (443/82-06-07): Failure -' follow up deficient
weld monitoring findings. The inspector revaewed a Pullman corporate
audit of weld monitoring activities at the Seabrook site. Included in
the findings and records were evidence of three-month monitoring reviews,
recommendations for procedural revisions to include documentation of-
daily welding surveillances, and utilization of P-H site auditors to. ,

monitor welding activities with an increased audit frequency. YAEC
auditors also verified P-H corrective action on weld monitoring items
identified prior to the NRC violation. Subsequent action included
revision and further implementation of Pullman " Weld Monitoring Procedure"
(X-10).

The inspector's review of the above reports and corrective actions, and
discussion with QA engineers indicate that the subject weid monitoring
program has received the attention of Pullman audits, YAEC audits, and
YAEC/ Pullman management meetings and that the current program has been
upgraded and is working.

This item is closed,

h. (Closed) Violation (443/82-06-09): Deficient cleanliness and storage
conditions for electrical equipment. The inspector examined storage
conditions in the three main site warehouses (Levels A,B and C) and
the limited access areas at elevation 75 in the Control Building. He
reviewed and discussed with start-up personnel equipment cleanliness
procedures (GT-I-010 and GT-E01-F01) for checking equipment prior to
energization or use; noted the appointment of a site Cleanliness
Coordinator and the issuance of guidelines for system cleanliness; and
examined a sample of UE&C storage level inspection reports. With regard
to specific deficiencies in the Control Building, a UE&C surveillance

: (Inspection Report 1034) was conducted to note and initiate further
| corrective action for items identified on previous nonconformance
L reports,

i

l The inspector detennined that the overall program of cleanliness control
i for equipment in storage, particularly sensitive electrical components,
; had improved and that corrective action was properly directed toward
: not only re-establishing acceptable storage conditions, but also -

~ maintaining the proper levels up to and thru equipment turnover to
the start-up group.

This item is closed.
,

1. (Closed) Significant Program Weakness (443/82-06-X1): Questionable-

f control of design documents resulting from Contractor Incident Interface
l

t

;

'
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Reports (CIIRs). The inspector reviewed Field Administrative
Construction Procedure (FACP)-2 which defines the close-out process
for a CIIR. UE&C engineering has the responsibility to track the
CIIRs and the associated engineering documentation (eg: ECAs,NCRs),
if part of the required disposition. The inspector verified the
maintenance of the CIIR log in accordance with FACP-2. CIIRs and
associated reports are now being adequately tracked to design change
disposition or problem resolution.

This item is closed.

j. (Closed)SignificantProgramWeakness(443/82-06-X2): l'1 familiarity
of the site engineering staff with the reportability criteria of
10CFR50.55(e). The inspector verified that a series of training sessions
were conducted at which 10CFR50.55(e) reportability criteria were
presented. Approximately 140 engineering personnel, with responsibility
for evaluating nonconfonnance reports, were indoctrinated during these
training sessions. The inspector reviewed Field Administration
Construction Procedure (FACP)-1 to verify that evaluatios, of all
nonconformances against the reportability criteria is required and
that the process of reporting a significant deficiency is adequately
defined. UE&C site engineering has conducted a re-evaluation of over
2700 NCRs dating from August of 1981 to recheck reportability under
10CFR50.55(e). This evaluation to date has resulted in no reportable
deficiencies.

This item is closed.

k. (Closed) Significant Program Weakness (443/82-06-X3): Trending of
nonconformance reports (NCRs) beyond those issued during the preceding
month. The inspector no'ed that Change No.91 to UE&C QA Procedure,QA-15,
requires a trending re', aw for NCRs issued during the previous four
months, as a minimum. He reviewed a recent UE&C home office QA Trend
Report and a Field QA Monthly NCR Summary, which both indicated NCR
analysis for quality trends covering periods beyond the preceding month.
The data base for such trending at the corporate level now includes
analysis of NCRs, Vendor Notification Reports, and Supplied Material
Deficiency Reports over the prior months to include chart tracking
back to the beginning of the year.

This item is closed.

1. (Closed) Significant Program Weakness (443/82-06-X5): Indoctrination
of contractor foremen prior to the assumption of supervisory duties.
The inspector reviewed the Seabrook Construction Training Program Guide.
Contractor training programs require that supervisors and foremen
complete their appropriate indoctrination prior to working independently

- _ of other_ qualified supervisors. The electrical and instrumentation
contractors (Fischbach!Boulos-Manzi'and Johnson Controls) have specifically

~

revised their procedures, FECP-103 and FICP-201, to preclude a foreman
from working unsupervised until his indoctrination has been completed.
The inspector noted that verification of craft supervisor training has
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been made a part of the YAEC and UE&C surveillance activities.

This item is closed.

m. (Closed) Unresolved item (443/82-13-03): Seismic design adequacy of
a removable concrete wall section. The inspector reviewed ACI 318
design requirements and the design calculations for the wall in question.
He discussed with senior licensee and A/E engineering personnel the
design basis and assumptions, and code conformance details,and detennined
that the subject wall meets all criteria for nominal pennissible shear
stresses of nonprestressed concrete members. He also discussed the
design of wall openings and pluss in the' exterior walls of' seismically
qualified structures and has no further questions on this issue.'

This item is resolved.

4. Electrical Cable Installation (Unit 1)

The inspector witnessed a cable-pulling operation (ie: hand pull) in the
diesel generator (DG) building, noting the correct use of lubrication, the
pigtail eye, and marking of the proper conduit route. The pull card was
checked for authorization and documentation of cable origin, destination,
and traceability to its reel code.

The inspector also noted two class 1E cables, exiting from conduits,
3QS/RA and 3QG/RA, in the DG building, which had incurred minor damage to
their jackets during the cable-pulling operaticn. Another cable (instrument
line FB6-FB9/4) in the Control Building was found to have sustained minor
damage prior to pulling. Although UE&C typical cable notes require
jacket repair to cables only where the damage exceeds 75% of the jacket
thickness, FBM QC procedure QCP-504 requires the issuance of inspection
reports for any cable damage requiring evalua' ion. This requirement is
consistent with the provisions of IEEE Standard 336 and was confirmed in
discussion with a QA engineer. Inspection reports were subsequently issued
for the noted cases of damage.

An inspector noted a Class 1E, "A" train (solid red jacketed) cable within
a non-essential switchgear room tray. As this area is outside the nuclear
island boundary, the installation was questioned against Design Basis Event
(DBE) considerations. The cable was installed through both safety and
non-safety tray and was inspected on Octcoer 26,1982 in accordance with
FBM procedure OCP-504. While the safety related tray had been inspected

|

; and accepted prior to the cable pull, the fact that the cable was pulled
through non-safety tray was not detected. FBM procedure FECP-504 sectioni

' 5.3.3 prohibits Class 1E cable from being installed in non-safety tray.

Subsequently it was learned that a design error had led to the erroneous
I color designation of the subject cable. However, once designated as a
' red, safety-related cable, its treatment within the nuclear island might

be different than that of an electrically isolatable associated cable.
Since the FSAR in section 8.3.1.41 states that, "It is immediately evident...
by observing the color of the cable jacket, that a cable is safety-related...,"

,

|
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the identification of the improper color-coded cable raises further programmatic.

questions:

-- Why visual observation during or after installation had not caught
the error?

-- Why FBM inspectica to the criteria of QCP-504 did not identify the
nonconforming installation?

-- Why the computerized system (CASP)'ag"stablished by UE&C to route
e

cables thru raceways failed to "fl a safety-related routing
through an unqualified raceway?

Subsequent discussion with UE&C and YAEC electrical engineers on the
capabilities of the CASP program indicated that they were currently investigating
subprogram improvements to CASP which not only would catch inconsistencies
in safety-related vs. nonseismic routing, but also would evaluate all
safety-related cables and their routes traversing the nuclear island
boundary. While the existence of such a capability could have precluded
the cable color / routing problem noted above, the failure of the other
checks (ie: visual and inspection) to question the incorrect installation
may signify an undue reliance upon CASP to catch errors for which it was
not programed. Within this context, the inspection program for cable
installation, in the noted example, had failed to identify noncomformance
not only to FBM procedure FECP-504, but also to the general independence
criteria of IEEE standard 384.

The inspector informed the licensee, corporate and Field QA Managers during
an exit interview on January 17,1983 that this failure of the inspection
program to detect this incorrect Class 1E cr.ble instaliation represents
a violation with regard to 10CFR50, Appent'ix B, Criterion X (443/82-16-01)..

5. Miscellaneous Piping and Support Installation Issues (Unit 1)

a. The inspector noted several cases of questionable separation between
large - bore piping and adjacent structural steel or other piping.
In particular, a venturi tube, protruding from a CC-784 line, comes4

within 5" of an adjacent pipe support, 775-RG-04. Additionally,
many large-bore valve operators are positioned in close proximity to
structural steel members. Such clearances appear suspect with regard
to seismic and thermal growth considerations.

,

;
l The inspector reviewed UE&C Technical Procedure-8, " Separation Criteria",

which prescribes minimum clearances between piping and associated
fittings, components, structural steel, and concrete. He questioned
the exemption of large-bore piping from the clearance guidelines and;

' inspection requirements of TP-8 based upon the general assumption that
clearances had been considered in the original design. The inspector
indicated that potential interferences with large-bore piping,as those

'

exemplified above,also require evaluation.

!
,
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Since the licensee had not yet completed evaluation of TP-8 guidelines,
commitment was made to address the inspector's concerns. A currently
open item (443/82-10-01) already questions perceived shortccmings in
the TP-8 document. The inspector indicated that this item will remain
open until a program is established to identify and resolve all questions
relevant to seismic or thermal movement interferences.

The inspector also noted a discrepancy between the field weld process
sheet /P-H drawing weld rod designation and the P-H Weld Rod Store
Requisition info for Chemical and Volume Control piping, CS-511-08,
field weld F0803. While the process sheet / drawing called for censumable
wire of type E70S-6, the rod requisition specified E70S-2, which was
actually used in the welding process. Both these electrodes are in
one group of AWS specification AS.18 and it appears that E70S-2
is in general use at the site in lieu of E70S-6.

The inspector determined that .his particular conflict had been
previously identified by QA personnel and documented in a YAEC
deficiency report (276). Corrective action has been initiated to
address the conflicting record and requisition data. The inspector
has no further questions on this issue.

b. The following pipe support installations were exauined relative to their
design drawing details:

-- 777-SG-01

-- 859-SG-10

In the case of the first support, a mirror-image installation
discrepancy was noted. Subsequent engineering evaluation indicated the
existence of a detailing error, which UE&C will correct upon future
drawing revision.

For the latter support, the inspector verified that a weld design, not
detailed on the pipe support drawing (M800859S, Sheet 9), was correctly

,

|
installed in accordance with general weld guidance of UE&C drawing

' M804967S, part 205-1. While an ECA was issued to correctly detail
the weld on the original support drawing, the inspector's review of
UE&C Administrative Procedure (AP)-39 revealed that such as-built
information would have been programmatically applied to the drawing,

at some later date.'

With regard to all the miscellaneous piping and support installation
issues raised above, no violations were identified.

|

6. Storage Controls (Units 1 and 2)

In eval ating licensee action documented in paragraph 3h, the inspector
examineo .a'ious storage controls in the site warehouses and certain other
clean zone, limited access areas in the plant. In Level "A" areas,
temperature, humidity, and ventilation controls were checked and compared

i
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tobothUE&CConstructionProcedure(FGCP-3)andQCProcedure(QCP-13)
criteria. A procedural discrepancy in maximum relative humidity was
already under review by UE&C QA personnel.

Other items checked and issues discussed with licensee personnel included:

-- status control of Tension Set Bolts which failed to qualify
to site testing requirements

-- segregation of hold-tagged items
,

-- energization of strip heaters in instrument cabinets located in
the field

-- storage of nonshrink grout

-- storage of miscellaneous control panels (UE&C Specification 170-6)

) With regard to the above storage items, no violations or unresolved safety
j questions were identified.
.

7. Management Meetings

; At periodic intervals during the course of this inspection, meetings were
held with senior plant management to discuss the scope and findings of this
inspection.

i
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